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“Effective controls on trade in dual-use items — goods, 
software and technology — are vital for countering risks 
associated with the proliferation of  Weapons of  Mass 
Destruction (WMD) and the destabilising accumulations 
of  conventional weapons. Companies dealing with dual-
use items are obliged to comply with strategic trade control 
requirements imposed under the laws and regulations of  
the European Union and its Member States. They need 
to refrain from participating in transactions where there 
are concerns that items may be used for proliferation 
purposes.

Taking into consideration rapid scientific and 
technological advancements, the complexity of  today’s 
supply chains and the ever growing significance of  non-
State actors, effective trade controls depend to a great 
extent on the awareness of  companies and their active 
efforts to comply with trade restrictions. To this end, 

companies usually put in place a set of  internal policies 
and procedures, also known as an Internal Compliance 
Programme (ICP), to ensure compliance with EU and 
national dual-use trade control laws and regulations. The 
scope and the extent of  these policies and procedures 
are usually determined by the size and the commercial 
activities of  the specific company.”

European Commission Recommendation (EU) 
2019/1318 of  30 July 2019

Introduction
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Export control is a shared responsibility between industry 
and authorities. The introduction chapter of  the 2019 
European Commission Recommendation, as partly 
reproduced here before, also places the focus on private 
companies’ efforts to be aware and to comply with trade 
restrictions. The Internal Compliance Program (ICP) 
is here presented as a tool to ensure compliance with 
European and national trade control laws and regulations. 

ICPs are not new to the field of  trade or export control. 
(EC) Regulation 428/2009 of  5 May 2009, the main 
legal (and directly applicable) reference for dual use 
items, already obliges EU Member States, when assessing 
an application for a global export authorization, to take 
into consideration “the application by the exporter of  
proportionate and adequate means and procedures to 
ensure compliance with the provisions and objectives of  
this Regulation and with the terms and conditions of  the 
authorization” (Article 12.2.).

The European Commission, in its proposal COM(2016) 
0616 final of  28 September 2016 to amend Regulation 
428/2009, suggested to replace the wording “application 
… of  proportionate and adequate means and procedures 
to ensure compliance” by “implementation … of  an 
effective internal compliance program” (Article 10.4.).

On the view of  these European rules, Luxembourg 
lawmakers, in the new law of  27 June 2018 on export 
control, oblige operators submitting an application for a 
global authorization concerning dual-use items to have an 
internal compliance program, as well as any supporting 
documents justifying the implementation and execution 
of  such a program which ensures the implementation of  
Regulation (EC) No 428/2009 (Article 5).

In the course of  the execution of  the Luxembourg 
legislation on export control, composed of  the amended 
law of  27 June 2018 and the amended Grand Duke 
regulation of  14 December 2018, questions have been 
raised by Luxembourg based companies with regard to 
the content of  the Internal Compliance Program.

The Ministers responsible respectively for Foreign Trade 
and for Foreign Affairs, as the members of  Government 
competent for issuing authorizations on the basis of  
the law of  27 June 2018, and their supporting Office 
du contrôle des exportations, importations et du transit 
(OCEIT), have meanwhile, in the course of  outreach 
activities with exporting companies, been able to process 
questions and points arising in relation with ICPs.

This document is intended to communicate the approach 
of  the Luxembourg authorities when assessing Internal 
Compliance Programs introduced by exporters as 
a supporting document to applications for a global 

authorization. Their approach is very closely based on a 
European Commission Recommendation, to which they 
completely adhere, reason why the reader will find, at the 
beginning of  each of  the following chapters, a detailed 
reference to the EU guidelines as published in the Official 
Journal of  the European Union. These European 
guidelines are providing a standard for all ICPs relating 
to foreign trade legislation.

For dual-use items, the recommendation (EU) 
2019/1318 of  the European Commission dated 30 
July 2019 (hereinafter named “EU Guidance on Dual-
Use Items (2019)”) asks EU Member States to consider 
the non-binding guidance provided in Annex to this 
recommendation in order to fulfill their obligations under 
Regulation (EC) 428/2009. It provides a framework 
to help exporters identify, manage and mitigate risks 
associated with dual-use trade controls, but also to 
support authorities in their assessment of  risks, in the 
exercise of  their responsibility for deciding on individual, 
global or national general authorizations.

In order to be as practical and transparent as possible, 
such a reference is completed by a short explanation 
and/or reference to Luxembourg’s situation or context, 
if  needed, on the one side, and a checklist and practical 
aspects on the other side. 

The check-list serves two purposes. It does not only 
display the different steps followed by administrative 
authorities in assessing an Internal Compliance Program, 
and is as such transparent for applicants. It presents, at 
the same time, a valuable tool to guide companies in 
their ICP drafting efforts and may, as such, be followed 
by companies desiring to ensure that their ICP is meeting 
the authorities’ approach and guidelines.

This document is of  a non-binding character and should 
not to be considered as legal advice. This guidance is 
without prejudice to the decisions on authorisations, 
that are the responsibility of  the Ministers responsible 
for Foreign Trade and Foreign Affairs, who are the 
competent authorities under the Law of  27 June 2018 
and Regulation (EC) No 428/2009. It does not provide 
(at this stage) specific advice for the different sectors and 
actors involved.

For the purpose of  this document, the term “company” 
or “companies” should be understood in a broad sense. 
It includes research, academic and other persons and 
entities qualifying as “exporters” under the law of  27 
June 2018. 
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Purpose to have an ICP

As outlined by the European Commission in their 
Guidance, the Internal Compliance Program allows 
companies to employ a risk-based approach to export 
control compliance. It ensures compliance with 
multilateral and unilateral sanctions, in particular vetting 
of  clients and suppliers for reputation and security risks 
and enhances due diligence to secure supply chains or 
raw and semi-processed materials to ensure compliance 
with international regulations.

Through voluntary guidelines and other due diligence 
systems, it assists in designing to curb sanctions violations, 
human rights abuses and other breaches of  international 
humanitarian law. It deals with training and educating 
of  corporate staff in the provisions of  multilateral 
and unilateral sanctions and all aspects of  sanctions 
implementation, compliance and due diligence practice.

The ICP creates a valuable knowledge basis for internal 
compliance and export staff and should be used as a 
working basis for audits and risk assessments.

Eventually, the ICP demonstrates, not only to OCEIT 
and Luxembourg Government, but also to suppliers, 
customers and business partners, compliance with 
relevant export control legislation. 

From a practical point of  view, it allows to apply for and be 
granted global authorizations valid for 3 years (renewable 
for 18 months), whereas an individual authorization shall 
have a 1 year validity (renewable for 6 months). Once 
validated, it therefore simplifies license management at 
the level of  the exporting company and has additional 
practical benefits, especially useful for companies 
involved with a large number of  foreign partners and 
carrying out a large number of  exports that are subject 
to authorization.

Advantages offered by global authorizations are 
associated with higher requirements on exporters in 
terms of  reliability, compared to individual licenses. 
These requirements must be incorporated in the ICP.

The ICP is a tailor-made internal 
document

An ICP must be kept relevant to the company’s 
organisation and activities. It shall integrate internal 
processes that are easy to understand and follow, and 
capture the day-to-day operations and procedures.

Any individual requirements and characteristics of  
an ICP will depend on the size, structure and scope of  
the company’s specific business activity, but also on the 
strategic nature of  its items and possible end-uses or end-
users, on the geographic presence of  its customers and on 
the complexity of  internal export processes.

A particular focus is that the document should be readable 
and usable for company employees, but also contain all of  
the elements that licensing authorities consider essential 
to a successful program. 

The ICP should be flexible and adaptable to changing 
rules, personnel, business and technology. Trade control 
rules often change suddenly in response to international or 
local concerns. Companies must monitor these regulatory 
developments and be ready to respond quickly. Successful 
programs should at the same time not be dependent on 
specific personnel to operate.

It goes without saying that the ICP should be routinely 
updated, not only on the view of  a change in the 
company’s products, customers or destination countries, 
but also because export control rules are changing 
constantly, not to speak about sanctions and embargoes 
against States and exposed entities which are potentially 
changing every day and require specific measures to 
ensure permanent compliance.

Preliminary notes:

• Each company has different risks and different risk 
tolerances.

• There is no simple and clear formula for creating a 
successful compliance program.   

• No “copy-paste” from other companies’ ICPs.

• Proper risk assessment provides the basis for an 
adequate and proportionate program.

• ICP is an integrated program. Each element should 
build upon, and interconnect, with all other parts of  
the program.

• Each organization should determine which 
procedures to apply for each element to ensure the 
most effective and efficient ICP to suit its purposes.
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Core elements of  an ICP

On the basis of  the 2019 EU Guidance on Dual-Use 
Items and the 7 core elements therein included, we have, 
in the following pages, defined 10 chapters which could 
serve as a structure for the Internal Compliance Program.

All may be seen as cornerstones for a company’s 
tailor-made ICP and aim at assisting companies in 
their reflections on the most appropriate means and 
procedures for compliance with EU and Luxembourg 
trade control laws and regulations. They offer a basic and 
generic skeleton for company compliance and should 
be understood as “building blocks” for the preparation 
of  ICPs by companies involved in trade with dual-
use and/or other sensitive products. Each company 
should describe within its own tailor-made ICP how it 
implements the relevant elements in consideration of  
its specific circumstances. Companies may deviate from 
these guidelines if  they justify that there are company-
specific reasons for doing so.

Scope of  this document

This document only relates to global authorizations in 
the field of  export, import, transfer, transit and brokering 
operations concerning dual-use items.

It does not apply to defence-related products and other 
goods covered by the law of  27 June 2018, nor to technical 
assistance and intangible transfer of  technology, as long 
as they are covered by the 2018 export control law.

Be reminded however that the wording “internal 
compliance program” appears a second time in the Export 
Control Law of  27 June 2018 in the context of  defence-
related products. The reliability of  the recipient of  such 
products shall be assessed according, in particular, to a 
description of  the internal compliance program or the 
transfer and export management system implemented 
in the undertaking. This description shall provide details 
of  the human, organizational and technical resources 
allocated to the management of  transfers and exports, 
the chain of  responsibility in the undertaking, internal 
audit procedures, awareness-rising and staff training, 
physical and technical security measures, traceability 
of  transfers and exports, as well as the modalities of  the 
control exercised by the administrator over the staff of  
the units responsible for exports and transfers … (Article 
25.3., point 6).

For defence-related products, the European Commission 
has also published Recommendation 2011/24/EU of  11 
January 2011 on the certification of  defence undertakings 

under Article 9 of  Directive 2009/43/EC. Its Annex I 
provides questions and guidelines on the description of  
internal compliance programmes and for subsequent 
assessment. EU Member States are empowered to add 
further questions, which should be directly relevant to the 
certification assessment process.

In the particular field of  intangible technology transfer, 
the Luxembourg legislation requires that license 
applications must be accompanied by: … a description 
of  the measures implemented or to be implemented 
to ensure information security, both at the level of  the 
provider of  the know-how and of  the relationship between 
provider and recipient of  the know-how; … identification 
of  risks associated with the transfer operation; and … a 
detailed presentation of  the organizational, human and 
technical resources implemented to address these risks 
(Grand Duke Regulation of  14 December 2018, Article 
11, points 2, 4 and 5). 

These specific fields shall be subject of  separate 
communications. Companies dealing with such products 
or providing such services may however, already, inspire 
themselves by this document when drafting an ICP 
covering such products and services.

When to present an ICP to the licensing 
authorities ?

An Internal Compliance Program (ICP) may be 
submitted at any time to OCEIT. Companies do not have 
to wait for a particular global authorization application, 
but may take the initiative beforehand to provide OCEIT 
with their program as soon as validated by the company’s 
board of  directors or top-level management.

Companies should take into account that, if  an ICP 
is presented together with a global authorization 
application, the deadline of  60 business days (which may 
be renewed one time for another 30 business days) that 
applies to OCEIT and the two ministers for dealing with 
the authorization application, may not be sufficient for 
assessing the ICP at the same time. In order to avoid 
the risk of  not being granted the global authorization 
because the ICP assessment process is still ongoing, it is 
recommended to provide OCEIT with the ICP well in 
advance of  authorization applications.

It should not be forgotten that OCEIT and the ministers 
may, in the course of  the ICP assessment, reach out to 
the applicant company in order to ask for additional 
documents, for specific information in relation with 
particular points of  the ICP or for personal meetings with 
company’s representatives. This may impact the duration 
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of  the assessment process.

It is advisable to transmit the ICP (including all 
attachments) in two original paper versions, and send at 
the same time an electronic copy by email to oceit@eco.
etat.lu .
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Effective ICPs reflect a top-down process whereby the 
company’s top-level management gives significance, le-
gitimacy, and organisational, human and technical re-
sources for the corporate compliance commitments and 
compliance culture.

What is expected? 

Top-level management commitment aims to build com-
pliance leadership (lead by example) and corporate com-
pliance culture for dual-use trade control.

A written statement of  support to internal compliance 
procedures by the top-level management promotes 
the company’s awareness of  the objectives of  dual-use 
trade controls and compliance with the relevant EU and 
Member State laws and regulations.

The commitment indicates clear, strong and continuous 
engagement and support by top-level management. It 
results in sufficient organisational, human and technical 
resources for the company’s commitment to compliance. 
The management communicates clearly and regularly to 
employees about the corporate commitment in order to 
promote a culture of  compliance.

What are the steps involved? 

Develop a corporate commitment statement stating that 
the company complies with all EU and Member State 
dual-use trade control laws and regulations.

Define the management’s specific compliance 
expectations and convey the importance and value placed 
on effective compliance procedures.

Clearly and regularly communicate the corporate 
commitment statement to all employees (also employees 
with no role in dual-use trade control) in order to promote 
a culture of  compliance.

 

Chapter 1

Top-level commitment 
to compliance 

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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 V Top-level management commitment clearly stating 
the company’s commitment to trade controls appli-
cable to sensitive products and services.

 V Explanation of the basic purpose of export controls, 
i.e. that export compliance is vital to protect the na-
tional security and foreign policy interests of the 
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, and that unautho-
rized transfers of even low-level technology can po-
tentially jeopardize national security or further the 
development of weapons of mass destruction.

 V Clear Management commitment that under no cir-
cumstances will sales be made contrary to relevant 
export control rules, such a commitment including 
the statement that export compliance is good for bu-
siness and compliance with export laws and regula-
tions, and that the company’s export policy will not 
be compromised for commercial gain.

 V Statement that it is the responsibility of the company 
and its employees to be familiar and compliant with 
export controls.

 V Listing of specific risks as they relate to the company’s 
products, technology, destinations and activities, as 
a preventive measure to help employees understand 
possible non-compliance scenarios.

 V Description of penalties for non-compliance, to in-
clude business fines and penalties, including impri-
sonment, against the company and individual em-
ployees, possible loss of export control privileges and 
licences, and/or employee contract termination.

 V Affirmation of the Management’s commitment of 
appropriate resources to export control compliance.

 V Designation of an individual (with name, title, 
phone, email) to be responsible for updating the Ma-
nagement statement and for the dissemination of the 
statement within the company.

 V Designation of the appropriate responsible (with 
name, title, phone, email) to whom any question 
concerning the legitimacy of a transaction or poten-
tial violation should be referred to.

 V Indication of the means Management will use to 
build a pervasive compliance-oriented corporate 
culture and an environment wherein employees 
feel that they are helping the company by voicing 
concerns regarding possible problems with export 
transactions.

 V Indication of the means how employees will have 
access to Management Commitment and ICP, and 
acknowledge commitment to the company’s export 

The top-level management commitment referred to in 
the EU Guidelines is one the most important factors in 
determining its success. This support is essential in ensu-
ring the Internal Compliance Program receives adequate 
resources and is fully integrated into the company’s daily 
operations.

An ICP that is not legitimized by Management, is not em-
powering the company staff and is not fostering a com-
pliance culture throughout the company is not worth the 
paper it is written on. On the contrary, internal staff and 
Government authorities must read from this document 
that there is a clear commitment to respect and comply 
with trade controls and to ensure that any compliance 
measures are effective and supported permanently.

The Management must really buy into and commit to 
the success of  the program and, through the statement, 
set the tone for the entire staff and foster a culture of  inte-

grity, transparency and compliance. At the same time, it 
must promote an openness to a self-reporting of  possible 
trade control violations.

There is no general template to be recommended to 
exporters while drafting the text of  the Management 
commitment. This is a case sensitive exercise, taking into 
account the risk associated to company’s operations, its 
products, services and customers, and corporate struc-
tures.

Government authorities shall assess the Management 
commitment through a number of  points which they 
want to see in the commitment (see check-list below).

Check-List
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2. The commitment should be integrated as an original 
copy or PDF document into the ICP document, at 
the beginning of the document.

compliance policy and procedures in support of the 
company’s compliance efforts.

1. The Management commitment shall wear original 
signatures by the company’s top-level management, 
empowered to legally commit the company.

Practical aspects
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Chapter 2

Applicable legislation 

Even if  the EU Guidelines are not providing specific 
guidelines for that point, the drafting of  a specific chapter 
dealing with the applicable legislation fulfils an important 
purpose.

On the one hand, as the ICP is an internal working 
document to be used in daily operations, it should provide 
users of  the ICP with a complete and detailed overview 
of  the legal framework of  export control compliance, 
with precise legal references where to find the laws and 
regulations to which the company is subject to, and, above 
all, with (legally justified) answers to precise questions.

On the other hand, the ICP must show the licensing 
authorities that the ICP is built on the right foundations 
and that the company is aware of  the rules covering 

export control and the penalties it may face in case of  
violations of  the laws and regulations. At the same time, 
it must demonstrate that the company has analysed and 
integrated into the ICP relevant legislation of  countries 
other than the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg, because 
they are destination countries of  products or services, 
or geographical location of  affiliated companies or 
corporate sale agencies, or location of  customers or 
business partners and have therefore an impact on 
overall, worldwide, compliance.

Government authorities shall assess this chapter through 
the following points:
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 V Detailed explanation of  the export control laws and 
regulations of  the Grand Duchy of  Luxembourg.

 V Detailed explanation of  the relevant export control 
legislation of  the European Union.

 V Detailed explanation of  the export control legisla-
tions of  other countries where the company has bu-
siness entities, affiliates, relations or links, and which 

are likely to apply to the company, its products and/
or services.

 V Description of  administrative and criminal penalties 
for offenses to export control rules.

Check-List

5. Integrating FAQ (frequently-asked-questions) for le-
gal points into a specific section in this ICP chapter 
would constitute an example of  good business prac-
tice.

6. An example of  how to describe applicable legal 
rules could be to establish a table with 4 columns: 
the first one dealing with goods (dual-use, military, 
civil …), the second one indicating the different ope-
rations (export, import, transit, brokerage …), and 
the third one the possible restriction (prior authori-
zation requirement, prohibition, no restriction) for 
each product/operation. The fourth column would 
indicate the legal basis for each of  the results. Addi-
tional notes, needed to explain furthermore the steps 
or precise the meaning of  legal wording, could be 
displayed in a note section or in footnotes.

1. The integration into the ICP document of  complete 
legal texts, for example the law of  27 June 2018 and 
Grand Duke regulation of  14 December 2018, is 
useful (in that case, preferably in attachment to the 
main ICP document, due to the volume), but cer-
tainly not sufficient. What is required in the main 
document is an explanation of  the legal texts, written 
in a simple language to be understood by all internal 
staff, who are mainly not lawyers..

2. The explanation should always contain references to 
legal texts which can be found at other places in or in 
attachment to the ICP document (for example: “Law 
of  27 June 2018, art. 26 (3), see page 157 of  ICP 
document”, or “European Regulation 428/2009 on 
dual-use items, art. 9 (2), see Attachment 09 of  ICP 
document”).

3. Entire legal texts must be provided at all times in 
their latest, coordinated version. Legal references 
should always been made in accordance with the 
currently applicable text.

4. Any modification of  relevant laws, regulations and 
rules on export control must generate an update of  
the ICP document.

Practical aspects
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An ICP needs to be tailored to the size, the structure and 
scope of  the business, and, especially, to the company’s 
specific business activity and related risks. Therefore, if  
a company wants to develop or review its compliance 
programme for dual-use trade control, it is recommended 
to start with a risk assessment to determine its specific 
dual-use trade risk profile. It will help the company to 
become aware of  what parts of  its business need to be 
covered by the ICP and target the ICP to the company’s 
specific circumstances.

The risk assessment should carefully assess the product 
range, customer base and business activity that are or 
could be affected by dual-use trade control. It should 
identify relevant vulnerabilities and risks so that the 
company can incorporate ways to mitigate them under 
the ICP. Even though this risk assessment cannot identify 
all vulnerabilities and risks your company may face in 
future, it will give the company a better base to develop 
or review its ICP.

Companies often already have internal control processes 
in place and therefore, do not need to start from scratch 
when designing ICPs. The risk assessment supports a 
company to assess its existing corporate policies and 
procedures against export control related risks and 

come up with a course of  action for adapting them, if  
necessary. In addition, promoting synergies between 
existing policies and export control requirements is a 
further step to consider from the beginning. For instance, 
it is a good practice to insert cross references to export 
control principles and requirements in the company’s 
code of  conduct, if  available.

The outcomes of  this risk assessment will affect the 
necessary actions and appropriate solutions for developing 
or implementing the company’s specific compliance 
procedures.

A company may try to benefit as much as possible from 
the advantages of  global, group-wide ICP solutions, but 
must always comply with all applicable EU and Member 
State laws and regulations

Chapter 3

Risk assessment 

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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The risk assessment is the basis for drafting an effective 
ICP. It constitutes the first chapter to work on, and will 
serve to tailor the ICP to the company-specific corporate 
structure and risk situation.

While there is no “one-size-fits-all” template, the risk as-
sessment should review the company from top-to-bottom 
and assess its touchpoints to the outside world. The goal 
is to identify potential areas of  risk.

It should at least :

• describe company profile and corporate structure, in-
cluding locations, activities or business partnerships 
outside Luxembourg ;

• indicate the business activity & type of  customers, 
supply chain, intermediaries, consignees and end-
users ;

• detail the geographical location of  the customers 
and the destination of  exports or services provided ;

• describe (all) the goods and services handled or pro-
vided by the company, even those not listed in rele-
vant export control lists (catch-all !) ;

• expose the end-use (military/civil/dual) of  the com-
pany products ;

• describe how the company has organized its export 
process (starting with the initial customer request un-
til shipment) ;

• indicate how the company has set-up and ensured 
compliance with export control regulations in the 
country of  its head office and abroad (destination 
countries of  exports and services, location of  bu-
siness partners).

While implementing this risk assessment, it is advisable to 
be transparent and better show risks and measures taken 
or to be implemented to master them, than hiding rele-
vant information. In order to allow Luxembourg licen-
sing authorities to get a true and entire overview of  the 
company, its products and customers, it gains to be com-
plete (regarding companies part of  the group, customers, 
business partners, goods ….).

As the risk assessment will be the first chapter which will 
be read by authorities, the company should here demons-
trate professional approach in order to gain trust, be 
concrete, and not use general wording which could be 
part of  any company’s ICP. 

Government authorities shall assess this chapter through 
the following points :

 

(A) Company Profile

 V Description of  the company structure.

 V Recent RCS extract.

 V Narrative and organization chart indicating 
shareholders, composition of  corporate bodies, loca-
tion of  corporate headquarters, operating divisions, 
manufacturing facilities, and domestic and foreign 
subsidiaries and affiliates.

 V List of  human resources dedicated to the company 
group in the different divisions and locations.

 V Business permit (“autorisation d’établissement”) is-

sued by the Minister of  Economy.

 V List of  all domestic and foreign divisions/offices/fa-
cilities that have a role in export transactions.

(B) Business Activity Profile

 V Description of  the industry sector and business type 
(manufacturer, retailer, distributor, trading company, 
purchasing agent, OEM, system integrator, servicing 
agent, freight forwarder, other).

 V Description of  field services the company performs.

Check-List
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 V Percentage of  business (annual turnover) depen-
ding on exports and operations relating to licensable 
items.

 V Yearly number of  exports and operations relating to 
items subject to an authorization.

(C) Customer Profile

 V Description of  business type of  customers and end-
users, and their relation to the company.

 V List of  potential locations of  customers (by geogra-
phic region and countries).

(D) Commodity Profile

 V Description and export classification numbers of  
goods and/or services to be exported (commodity, 
software with or without encryption, technical data 
with or without encryption, services i.e. repair, tech-
nical assistance, brokerage). 

 V Description of  military and/or dual-use risks and/
or export restrictions related to the company’s goods 
and/or services.

 V Indication of  the technical specifications of  the com-
pany products, if  they are mentioned in the legisla-
tion as dual-use items or military goods (if  yes, under 
which category on the control lists the products are 
falling), if  they are mentioned in sanctions regula-
tions against specific countries.

(E) End-Use Profile

 V Description of  how customers are using the com-
pany’s products and/or services.

 V Analysis if  the company’s products may be used 
for proliferation activities (chemical, biological or 
nuclear weapons, technology to develop destructive 
systems).

(F) Order Processing Profile

 V Description of  the steps of  the company’s export or-
der process.

 V Indication of  the ways orders are received and will 
follow processing routes.

 V Functions and responsibilities within the company 
(e.g. purchasing, engineering, project management, 
shipping).

(G) Shipping Profile

 V Indication how products are delivered and their re-
ceipt is tracked.

It constitutes good practice to conclude this chapter by an 
overall assessment of  export control risks, which could be 
visualized via a matrix indicating the low, medium or risk 
area in which the different elements assessed are.

Practical aspects
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Sufficient organisational, human and technical resources 
are essential for effectively developing and implementing 
compliance procedures. Without a clear organisation 
structure and well-defined responsibilities, an ICP risks 
suffering from lack of  oversight and undefined roles. 
Having a strong structure helps organisations work out 
problems when they arise and prevent unauthorised tran-
sactions from occurring.. 

What is expected? 

The company has an internal organisational structure 
that is set down in writing (for instance in an organisatio-
nal chart) and that allows for conducting internal com-
pliance controls. It identifies and appoints the person(s) 
with the overall responsibility to ensure the corporate 
compliance commitments. Please be aware that in some 
Member States this must be a member of  the top-level 
management.

All compliance related functions, duties and responsibi-
lities are defined, assigned and connected to each other 
in an order that ensures the management that the com-
pany conducts overall compliance. Where appropriate or 
even necessary, functions and/or duties relating to export 
controls (but not the overall responsibility) may be dele-

gated within the entity or shared between two or more 
corporate entities within the EU.

The company adequately staffs all areas of  the business 
that are related to dual-use trade with employees who de-
monstrably have the required skills. At least one person 
in the company is (not necessarily exclusively) entrusted 
with a dual-use trade control function. This function can 
be shared between corporate entities within the EU as 
long as an appropriate level of  controls is maintained. 
Please note however that in some EU Member States this 
may not be possible, as national export control legislation 
requires a dedicated person to be appointed locally.

Dual-use trade control staff should be protected as much 
as possible from conflicts of  interest. This staff is entit-
led to directly report to the person(s) with the overall res-
ponsibility for dual-use trade controls and should additio-
nally have the power to stop transactions.

Dual-use trade control staff must have access to the rele-
vant legislative texts, including the latest lists of  controlled 
goods and lists concerning embargoed or sanctioned des-
tinations and entities. Appropriate operational and orga-
nisational processes and procedures, relevant for dual-use 
trade controls, are documented, gathered and distributed 

Chapter 4

Organisation structure, 
responsibilities and 

resources

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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to all relevant personnel.

The company should have a compilation of  the docu-
mented processes and procedures (e.g. in a compliance 
manual) that is up-to-date. Depending on its size and its 
business volume, the company should consider the need 
for IT support for internal compliance procedures.

What are the steps involved? 

Determine the number of  dual-use trade control staff, 
taking into account legal and technical aspects which 
need to be covered. Entrust at least one person in the 
company with the company’s dual-use trade compliance 
and ensure that an equally qualified substitute can assume 
the task in case of  absence (such as sickness, holiday and 
so on). Depending on the average volume of  orders, this 
person may only have to handle tasks relating to dual-use 
export control on a part-time basis.

Clearly identify, define and assign all compliance related 
functions, duties and responsibilities, possibly in an 
organisational chart. Clearly identify back-up functions 
whenever possible.

Make sure that the internal organisational structure 
for dual-use trade control is known throughout the 
organisation and that the internal records of  these 
assignments are routinely updated and distributed to 
employees. Make the contact details of  the responsible 
person for dual-use trade control questions known 
within the company. If  trade control duties are being 
outsourced, the interface to and the communication with 
the company needs to be organised.

Define the knowledge and skills needed by legal and 
technical dual-use trade control staff. Job descriptions are 
recommended.

Make sure that dual-use trade control staff is protected as 
much as possible from conflicts of  interest. Depending on 
the size of  the company, the responsibility for compliance 
may be laid down at a suitable department or division. 
For example: person(s) making the final decision 
whether goods can be shipped, are not part of  the sales 
department, but part of  the legal department. Allow this 
staff to function as expert advisors to guide company 
decisions resulting in compliant transactions.

Document and distribute the set of  policies and 
procedures addressing dual-use trade controls to all 
relevant personnel.

Compile the documented policies and procedures and 
consider the format of  a compliance manual.

The internal organization for export control compliance 
follows the risk assessment outlined in chapter 3 of  the 
ICP.

The level of  sophistication of  a company’s internal com-
pliance controls will depend on the nature and scale of  
the business. What is essential is that policies, procedures 
and controls be carefully thought out, clearly set down in 
writing, and effectively communicated to all employees, 
agents and business partners. 

The company must exercise particular care in selecting in 
appointing the employees responsible for export control. 
All business areas related to foreign trade should be ade-
quately staffed with employees having the required spe-
cialist skills (legal and technical) and are also personally 
reliable. Individual compliance responsibilities should be 
expressly included in job descriptions and performance 
evaluations of  personnel, as appropriate. 

The ICP should demonstrate that the Export Control 
Compliance Officer (or a person with a similar func-
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 V Organisational chart allowing for conducting inter-
nal compliance controls.

 V Appointment of  the person(s) with the overall res-
ponsibility to ensure the corporate compliance 
commitments (including title – for example Export 
Control Compliance Officer (ECCO) -, qualifica-
tions, job description, contact details).

 V Organisation of  the relationship between trade 
control staff and the Management, for example 
concerning information exchange.

 V Designation of  an equally qualified substitute who 
can assume the task in case of  absence (including 
knowledge and skills in trade controls, and job des-
cription).

 V Appointment (including contact details) of  the per-
son(s) in charge of  answering employees’ questions 
on the company’s compliance procedures, on a sus-
picious enquiry or on possible violations.

 V Description of  knowledge and skills of  staff in trade 
controls.

 V Job description of  trade control staff.

tion) has a direct line of  communication to the Board 
of  Directors and Senior Management, is knowledgeable 
concerning the applicable international and national re-
gulations and has a good working understanding of  the 
company’s products, services, technologies, suppliers and 
customer base. He or she should have full authority to 
look into all compliance-related matters and put together 
a project team to address and resolve problems when they 
arise. Responsibility should extend to the daily monito-
ring of  official announcements and press releases from 
regulators, to developments or enforcement actions that 
could impact the company’s line of  business or its sup-
pliers, and to the communication of  changes in regula-
tions, policies, or procedures to company personnel by 
means of  in-house e-mails, newsletters, announcements 

or notices posted on the company intranet.

Authorities would appreciate if  the responsible person 
has sole responsibility for managing communications 
with regulatory agencies for all compliance-related issues 
and, for the need of  effective communication, will be lo-
cated in Luxembourg.

Government authorities shall assess this chapter through 
the following points:

 

 V Indication of  how conflict of  interests situations shall 
be avoided and independence of  export control staff 
(including authorization granted to export control 
staff to halt a transaction or inform the responsible 
compliance officer directly when they require per-
mission to stop a transaction) ensured.

 V Description of  the interaction with other depart-
ments within the company.

 V In case of  outsourcing of  trade control compliance 
management, organisation of  the interaction of  ex-
ternal providers with internal staff.

 V Description of  the means of  access to the relevant 
legislative texts, including the latest lists of  controlled 
goods and lists concerning embargoed or sanctioned 
destinations and entities.

 V Indication of  IT support for internal compliance 
procedures.

Check-List
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To demonstrate adequate knowledge and skills required 
from export control staff, it is advised to include portrait 
pictures, detailed job descriptions (in the main document) 
and curriculum vitae (in attachment), with a focus on 
studies, qualifications and trainings in the field of  trade 
control management.

Practical aspects
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All the compliance policies, procedures, and “best prac-
tices” in the world are worthless unless they are known, 
correctly understood, and followed by employees. Even 
worse, they may create a sense of  false security.

Training and awareness raising on dual-use trade control 
is essential for staff to duly perform their tasks and take 
compliance duties seriously. 

What is expected? 

The company ensures via training that the dual-use trade 
control staff is aware of  all relevant export control regu-
lations as well as the company’s ICP and all amendments 
to them. Examples of  training material are external semi-
nars, subscription to information sessions offered by com-
petent authorities, in-house training events, and so on.

Furthermore, the company carries out awareness raising 
for the employees at all relevant levels. 

What are the steps involved? 

Provide compulsory, periodic training for all dual-use 
trade control staff to ensure they possess the knowledge 
to be compliant with the regulations and the company’s 
ICP.

Ensure via training that all concerned employees are 
aware of  all relevant dual-use trade control laws, regula-
tions, policies, control lists and all amendments to them 

as soon as they are made public by the competent autho-
rities. If  possible, consider customised trainings.

Develop general awareness raising for all employees and 
dedicated training activities for e.g. purchasing, enginee-
ring, project management, shipping, customer care and 
invoicing.

Consider, whenever appropriate, to make use of  national 
or EU training initiatives for dual-use trade control.

Incorporate lessons learnt from performance reviews, au-
dits, reporting and corrective actions, whenever possible, 
in your training or export awareness programs.

Chapter 5

Training and 
awareness raising 

EU Guidance in Dual-Use Items (2019)

For export control compliance, regular employee training 
is critical, due to the dynamic nature of  international and 
local trade control regulations, and sanctions and embar-
goes. 
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knowledge retention.

Authorities will refer to the following check-list for asses-
sing the company’s efforts and measures in training and 
awareness rising.

 

 V Appointment of  the responsible person(s) for 
overseeing export compliance training.

 V Appointment of  the responsible person(s) for 
conducting the export compliance training.

 V Indication of  staff to be trained (include a timetable 
for new employees and existing employees).

 V Indication of  the types of  tailored training to be pro-
vided.

 V Definition of  the topics of  the training to be provided 
to senior management, to all new employees (intro-
ductory training), to employees with export-related 
jobs (intermediate training) and export compliance 
personnel (advanced training).

 V Measures to implement awareness raising activities.

 V Description of  how often will training be provided 
and/or required.

 V Description of  the means to document training and 
maintain training records.

 V Description of  the means to keep training materials 
relevant and up to date.

 V Measures to integrate performance reviews, audits, 
reporting and corrective actions in training or trade 
control compliance awareness programs.

Check-List

In case the ICP has been validated by the authorities 
competent for the granting of  global authorizations, the 
follow-up to be demonstrated to authorities on the im-
plementation of  the ICP shall include supporting docu-
ments on trainings (agenda, topics, materials, list of  par-
ticipants). It is therefore recommended to keep detailed 
and structured records on training and awareness raising 
activities implemented on the level of  the company.

Practical aspects

While automated screening can only help to detect sanc-
tions violations, alert trained employees will spot red flags 
and inconsistencies that software cannot.

Corporate training programs must ensure that staff trai-
ning is conducted regularly and frequently enough, that 
deadlines for completing or renewing training are en-
forced, that training content is being updated, and that 
training is deployed with a test or questionnaire to verify 
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In terms of  operational implementation, transaction 
screening is the most critical element of  an ICP. This ele-
ment contains the company’s internal measures to ensure 
that no transaction is made without the required license 
or in breach of  any relevant trade restriction or prohibi-
tion.

The transaction screening procedures collect and analyse 
relevant information concerning item classification, tran-
saction risk assessment, license determination and appli-
cation, and post-licensing controls.

Transaction screening measures also allow the company 
to develop and maintain a certain standard of  care for 
handling suspicious enquiries or orders.

What is expected? 

The company establishes a process to evaluate whether 
or not a transaction involving dual-use items is subject to 
national or EU dual-use trade controls and determine the 
applicable processes and procedures. In case of  recurring 
transactions, transaction screening needs to be perfor-
med periodically.

This core element is divided into:  

• Item classification, for goods, software and techno-
logy, 

• Transaction risk assessment, including: 

• Checks on trade-related embargoed, sanc-
tioned or “sensitive destinations and entities”, 

• Stated end-use and involved parties screening, 

• Diversion risk screening,

• Catch-all controls for non-listed dual-use items, 

• Determination of  license requirements and licence 
application as appropriate, including for brokering, 
transfer and transit activities; and 

• Post-licencing controls, including shipment control 
and compliance with the conditions of  the authori-
sation. 

In case of  doubt or suspicion during the transactions 

Chapter 6

Transaction screening 
process and procedures 

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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screening process, in particular about the results of  the 
stated end-use and involved parties or diversion risk 
screening, please consult with the competent authority in 
the EU Member State where your company is established.

Transaction screening can be done manually or with 
the support of  automated tools, depending on your 
company’s needs and available resources.

 

What are the steps involved? 

Item classification is about determining whether the 
items are listed. This is done by comparing the technical 
characteristics of  an item against the EU and national 
dual-use control lists. If  applicable, identify whether the 
item is subject to restrictive measures (including sanc-
tions) imposed by the EU or the EU Member State in 
which your company is established.

Understand that dual-use items, whether a physical pro-
duct, software or technology, could require a license for 
various reasons.

Pay particular attention to the classification of  dual-use 
components and spare parts, and to the classification of  
dual-use software and technology that can be transferred 
by email or made available via, for instance, a “Cloud” 
service abroad.

Gather information about the possible misuse of  your 
dual-use items in the context of  e.g. conventional military 

or WMD proliferation. Share this information within the 
company.

It is recommended to request information from your 
supplier(s) about the dual-use classification of  materials, 
components, subsystems that are processed or integrated 
by your company, including machinery used in the pro-
duction. It is still your company’s responsibility to check 
the classification received from the supplier(s).

As required by Article 22(10) of  the EC dual-use Regula-
tion (EC) No 428/2009, mention — with a reference to 
the relevant legislation — in the commercial documents 
relating to intra-EU-transfers that the transaction invol-
ves listed dual-use items and are subject to controls if  ex-
ported from the EU. 

6.1. Item Classification

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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 V Indication of  the (technical, legal, export control) 
person(s) responsible for item classification.

 V Reproduction of  the product classification sheet 
used internally for classification purposes.

 V Results of  the product classification process: number 
of  products manufactured and/or exported by the 
company, their classification with regard to export 
control lists.

 V Indication if  company’s products are subject to res-
trictive measures (including sanctions) imposed by 
the EU or Luxembourg.

 V Description of  controlled and/or non-listed software 

and technology that can be transferred by email or 
made available via a “Cloud” service.

 V Description of  methods used to establish goods clas-
sification (self-classification, manufacturer-classifica-
tion, external).

 V Electronic data processing system in place to record 
the classification of  products received or manufac-
tured by the company.

 V Description of  the means translating changes in 
the national and EU control lists translated into the 
company’s classification procedures.

A proper product classification constitutes often the star-
ting point of  the compliance program. The assessment 
if  a particular item is a “controlled” good, that means 
listed on the EU and/or national dual-use list, requires a 
perfect knowledge of  the product’s technical features, the 
ability to compare these features with the (not always easy 
to read)  relevant codes descriptions in the control lists 
and a good understanding of  export control principles 
and rules.

The correlation table published by the European Com-
mission indicates the potential dual-use codes associated 
with the TARIC customs nomenclature. However, this 
table is for information purposes only and is only an aid. 
Companies must therefore, after having determined the 
TARIC code, check one after the other the «dual-use» 
codes in column C of  the correlation table, which is re-
gularly updated, and document in the classification sheet 
the elements on which there is (or is not) a correlation 
between the technical characteristics of  their products 
and the criteria contained in the technical description 
of  the «dual-use» code. However, they should not forget 
to ensure that their product is not listed under another 

«dual-use» code(s). 

The classification is the responsibility of  the company. 
Licensing authorities are checking the classification when 
dealing with license applications, but shall not substitute 
to the company in such classification process.

The question regains still more importance when knowing 
that even non-listed products should be considered when 
determining an authorization requirement, given the 
impact of  catch-all provisions now fully implemented in 
Luxembourg export control legislation.

The following check-list points will be assessed by licen-
sing authorities:

Check-List
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3. The ICP could contain a description of  the CN clas-
sification and the means to determine if  the good 
is subject to any restriction, based on the CN code. 
The same applies to dual-use, military and torture 
good classificatione.

4. The internal product classification sheets could be 
attached to the ICP manual. Beside providing com-
plete and transparent information to authorities 
assessing the ICP, this would have the advantage to 
avoid presenting the relevant classification sheets 
again as a supporting document with each authori-
zation application.

1. A template item classification sheet is reproduced 
in Attachment 1 to this document. It indicates the 
different steps which should be fulfilled during the 
classification process. It is well understood that such 
document is provided for reference only and could 
be tailored to each company’s situation, needs and 
internal IT processes.

2. During the classification process, information ob-
tained from a supplier about the dual-use or military 
classification of  materials, components, subsystems 
that are processed or integrated by the company, in-
cluding machinery used in the production, should be 
checked again. Any supporting documents obtained 
or consulted should be attached to the classification 
sheet.

Practical aspects
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What are the steps involved?

Checks on embargoed, sanctioned or sensi-
tive destinations and entities 

Ensure that none of  the involved parties (intermediaries, 
purchaser, consignee or end-user) are subject to restric-
tive measures (sanctions) by consulting the up-to-date 
sanctions lists . 

Stated end-use and involved parties scree-
ning 

Know your customers and their end-use of  your pro-
ducts. 

Consult the information provided by your competent 
authority for EU and national rules and requirements 
concerning end-use statements. Even without a natio-
nal obligation to submit a correctly filled-out and signed 
end-use statement, an end-use statement may be a useful 
means to check the reliability of  the end-user/consignee 
and the information can be used to determine if  an au-
thorisation is required for non-listed dual-use items where 
there are stated end-use concerns under the terms of  Ar-
ticle 4 of  Regulation (EC) No 428/2009.

Be vigilant for diversion risk indicators and signs about 
suspicious enquiries or orders e.g. assess if  the stated end-
use is consistent with the activities and/or markets of  the 
end-user. Annex 2 contains a list of  questions to support 
stated end-use and involved parties screening. 

Diversion risk screening 

Be vigilant for diversion risk indicators and signs about 
suspicious enquiries or orders. Annex 2 contains a list of  
questions to support diversion risk screening. 

Pay particular attention to the catch-all controls for non-
listed dual-use items, if  the stated end-use and involved 
parties screening or the diversion risk screening provide 
information of  concern under the terms of  Article 4 of  
Regulation (EC) No 428/2009. 

«Catch-all» controls for non-listed dual-use 
items 

Ensure that the company has procedures in place to 
determine if  it is ‘aware’ that there is information of  
concern about the stated end-use (under the terms of  Ar-
ticle 4 of  Regulation (EC) No 428/2009). If  the exporter 
is “aware”, the company ensures that no export occurs 
without notifying the competent authority and without 
having received the competent authority’s final decision. 

For cases in which the exporter is being ‘informed’ by 
the competent authorities that there is information of  
concern about the stated end-use (under the terms of  
Article 4 of  Regulation (EC) No 428/2009), then the 
company needs to have procedures in place to ensure the 
swift flow of  information and the immediate stop of  the 
export. It must be ensured that the export does not occur 
without having received an authorisation by the compe-
tent authority. 

 

6.2. Transaction risk assessment

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)

Administrative authorities will assess this chapter through 
the following points :
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(A) Screening Procedures

 V Definition of  accountability for maintaining scree-
ning procedures.

 V Allocation of  responsibility for performing checks.

 V Scheduling of  checks within the entire system flow 
chart.

 V Indication of  tools used to ensure the implementa-
tion of  screenings during the customer and transac-
tion approval process.

 V Indication of  compliance audit tools used.

 V Reproduction of  the customer profiling documenta-
tion used by the company.

 V Appointment of  the responsible person(s) for trai-
ning on screenings.

 V Instructions regarding the treatment of  questionable 
transactions or activities, including methods of  re-
solution.

 V Description of  precautions taken against the delive-
ry of  unlicensed products or the delivery of  licensed 
products to unlicensed recipients.

 V Procedures for dealing with positive and negative re-
sults from the transaction risk assessment.

 V Description of  means of  resolution of  “false posi-
tive” results (i.e. an unnecessary hit of  concern) from 
the transaction risk assessment.

 V Instructions to staff for dealing with situations of  
intangible transfer of  technology and technical as-
sistance (visits, conferences and seminars) in relation 
with dual-use items.

(B) Checks on embargoed, sanctioned or 
sensitive destinations and entities

 V Description of  processes ensuring that none of  
the involved parties (intermediaries, purchaser, 
consignee or end-user) are subject to restrictive mea-
sures (sanctions).

(C) Stated end-use and involved parties 
screening

 V Description of  Know your customers processes and 
the checks of  their end-use of  products.

 V Definition of  the periodic screening of  existing cus-
tomers.

 V Description of  means implemented with regard to 
diversion risk indicators and signs about suspicious 
enquiries or orders, ensuring that all personnel are 
considering red flags and are documenting resolu-
tion of  red flags.

 V Definition of  procedures of  end-use, end-user and 
final destination screening.

(D) Diversion risk screening

 V Description of  means implemented with regard to 
catch-all controls for non-listed items, if  the stated 
end-use and involved parties screening or the diver-
sion risk screening provide information of  concern.

(E) “Catch-all” controls for non-listed 
dual-use items

 V Description of  procedures in place to determine if  
the company is “aware” that there is information of  
concern about the stated end-use.

 V Description of  procedures in place for cases in which 
the exporter is being “informed” by the competent 
authorities that there is information of  concern 
about the stated end-use, where there is a need to en-
sure the swift flow of  information and the immediate 
stop of  the export until the required authorization 
has been obtained.

Check-List
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Being vigilant for signs of  suspicious enquiries or orders 
is vital for countering the risks of  the proliferation of  
Weapons of  Mass Destruction, their means of  delive-
ry, and the destabilising accumulations of  conventional 
weapons. Sharing such information with your competent 
authority is highly recommended and in some cases may 
be mandatory under EU and national laws and regula-
tions. In case of  doubt, consult with the competent au-
thority.

The below non-exhaustive list of  ‘red flags’ is based on 
existing best practice and is derived from: 

• the Wassenaar Arrangement list of  advisory ques-
tions for industry (Agreed at the 2003 Plenary and 
review agreed at the 2018 Plenary),

• lthe 2010 Compliance Code of  Practice (Depart-
ment for Business Innovation & Skills, United King-
dom), and

• ICP approaches from competent authorities in other 
EU Members States.

Based on your company’s experience, additions or 
amendments to the list below can be made. You know 
best what is suspicious within your business area.

Your company should be vigilant if  one or more of  the 
following ‘red flags’ are detected: 

Your product(s): 

• your product is still being developed or has not yet 
found many customers in your domestic market, 

• the characteristics of  your product are technically 
superior to those of  established competitors,

• your customer requested unusual customization of  a 
standard product, or modification requests raise con-
cerns about potential applications of  the customized 
product,

• your product has known dual-use, military, or sensi-
tive application.

End use and End user: 

• the customer is new to your company and your 
knowledge about him(her) is incomplete or incons-
istent or it is difficult to find information about the 
customer in open sources, 

• the stated end user is a trading company, distributor 
or based in a free trade zone so that your company 
might be unaware where your product(s) finally ends 
up, 

• the end user is tied to the military, the defence indus-
try or a governmental research body and the stated 
end use is civilian, 

The means implemented to ensure that items, customers, 
end-users and transactions are screened in order to en-
sure compliance with export-related procedures should 
be integrated into an internal process flow chart, showing 
relevant screenings on a timeline basis. This chart should 
be integrated into the ICP manual.

Practical aspects

Red flags relating to suspicious enquiries
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• the customer seems not to be familiar with the pro-
duct and its performance characteristics (e.g. an ob-
vious lack of  technical knowledge), 

• the customer requests a product that seems overly 
capable for the intended application, 

• the contact information in enquiries (e.g. phone nu-
mbers, email and addresses) is located in other coun-
tries than the stated company, or changed to that 
over times, 

• the company has a foreign company name (e.g. in a 
language that is unexpected for the country where 
headquarter is located), 

• the company website lacks content in comparison 
to what is normally found on a legitimate company 
website, 

• the customer is reluctant to offer information about 
the end-use of  the items (e.g. via an end-user state-
ment), provide clear answers to commercial or tech-
nical questions which are routine in normal negotia-
tions or to provide an end-user statement, 

• an unconvincing explanation is given as to why the 
items are required, given the customer’s normal bu-
siness, or the technical sophistication of  the items. 

Shipment:

• unusual shipping, packaging or labelling arrange-
ments are requested; usual incoterms for shipment, 
the sealing of  containers/trucks and the confirma-
tion of  receipt by the consignee/end-user are re-
fused. 

Finance and contract conditions: 

• unusually favourable payment terms such as paying 
an unreasonable high price, full payment in advance 
or want to do a full cash payment immediately unu-
sual, 

• the payment is made by other parties than the cus-
tomer or stated intermediaries and follow another 
route than the products, 

• routine installation, training or maintenance services 
are declined, 

• the installation site is in an area under strict security 
control or is in an area to which access is severely 
restricted, 

• the installation site is unusual in view of  the expor-
ter’s line of  business or is unusual in view of  the type 
of  equipment being installed, 

• there are unusual requirements for excessive confi-
dentiality about final destinations, or customers, or 
specifications of  items, 

• there are requests for excessive spare parts or lack of  
interest in any spare parts. 

Sharing information about suspicious enquiries with your 
competent authority is highly recommended and a good 
business practice. Additionally, where appropriate, infor-
mation-sharing within the companies’ supply chain and 
with other exporters may be valuable in light of  the risk 
that proliferators send requests to different companies, 
hoping that one of  the requests may be successful or with 
the aim of  acquiring a critical amount of  material from 
different sources (where each individual request would 
not yet raise suspicion). In case of  doubt, consult with the 
competent authority.

Source: European Commission Recommendation (EU) 
2019/1318 of  30 July 2019
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the authorities for processing applications.

 V Indication of  the authorities and administration 
competent for granting authorizations.

What are the steps involved? 

Ensure that your company has the contact details of  the 
competent export control authority.

Gather and disseminate information about the range 
of  license types (including individual, global and gene-
ral licenses) and controlled activities (including export, 
brokering, transfer and transit), and about the license ap-
plication procedures relating to the applicable EU and 
national dual-use trade controls.

Be aware of  less obvious controlled types of  export (such 
as export via the ‘Cloud’ or via a person’s personal ba-
ggage) and of  dual-use trade control measures for acti-
vities other than export, such as technical assistance or 
brokering.

6.3. License determination and application, 
including for brokering, transfer and transit 

activities

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)

To determine whether an authorization is required for a 
particular operation, several criteria come into play, in-
cluding the classification of  the product, the nature of  
the transaction, the profile and location of  the customer 
and/or end user, the end use of  the product, and the me-
thod of  delivery. The ICP must show the internal pro-
cess that the company adopts to ensure that at all times, 

no exports or transactions of  any kind are initiated or 
executed without government authorization having been 
requested and granted in cases where such authorization 
is required.

Competent authorities will assess this chapter through 
the following points :

 V Description of  internal procedures to determine 
whether a license is required based on applicable 
laws and regulations.

 V Description of  the legislation applicable to authori-
zation application and granting process, including 
authorization types and deadlines to be respected by 

Check-List
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Within the description of  the legislation concerning ap-
plications for authorizations, the ICP should explain the 
difference between individual / global / general autho-
rizations, indicate the information to be provided as a 
support to authorization applications, and refer to the 
different forms for authorizaton applications as defined 
by the Grand Duke regulation of  14 December 2018, as 
published on www.guichet.lu/oceit.

Practical aspects
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What are the steps involved? 

Before the actual shipment, there should be a final check 
that all steps ensuring compliance were duly taken. This 
is a good moment to check if  items are correctly classi-
fied, if  ‘red flags’ have been identified, if  the screening of  
entities was effectively performed and if  there is a valid 
licence for the shipment.

A final transaction risk assessment is necessary in case of  
a change of  relevant legislation in the meantime, for exa-
mple if  the commodity is now a listed dual-use item or 
the end-user is now sanctioned.

Implement a procedure in which items can be stopped or 
put on hold when any of  the requirements are not met, or 
when any ‘red flags’ are raised. The items should only be 
released by a person with responsibility for compliance.

Ensure that the terms and conditions of  the licence have 
been complied with (including reporting).

Be aware that any changes to the exporting company’s 
details (such as name, address and legal status), to the 
details of  the end-user and/or intermediaries and to the 
details of  the authorised items may affect the validity of  
your license. 

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)

Competent authorities will assess this chapter through 
the following points :

6.4. Post-licencing controls, including shipment 
control and compliance with the conditions of the 

authorisation

 V Description of  internal procedures to ensure that 
a final compliance check is made before the actual 
shipment.

 V Description of  the procedure in which items can be 
stopped or put on hold when any of  the requirements 

are not met, or when any ”red flags” are raised. 

 V Definition of  means ensure that the terms and 
conditions of  the licence have been complied with 
(including reporting).

Check-List
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Proportionate, accurate and traceable recordkeeping of  
dual-use trade control related activities is essential for 
your company’s compliance efforts. A comprehensive re-
cordkeeping system will help your company with conduc-
ting performance reviews and audits, complying with EU 
and/or national documentation retention requirements 
and it will facilitate cooperation with competent authori-
ties in case of  a dual-use trade control enquiry. 

What is expected? 

Recordkeeping is the set of  procedures and guidelines 
for legal document storage, record management and 
traceability of  dual-use trade control related activities. 
Recordkeeping of  some documents is required by law 
but it may also be in your company’s best interest to 
keep records of  some other documents (e.g. an internal 
document describing the technical decision to classify 
an item). Where all required records are captured and 
correctly filed, this allows for more efficient search and 
retrieval during the day-to-day dual-use trade control ac-
tivities, and also during the periodic audits.  

What are the steps involved? 

Verify the legal requirements for recordkeeping (period 
of  safekeeping, scope of  documents, etc.) in the relevant 
EU and national legislation of  the EU Member State 
where the company is established.

In order to make sure that all relevant documentation is 

at hand, consider determining the record retention re-
quirements in contracts with intermediaries, including 
freight forwarders and distributors.

Create an adequate filing and retrieval system for dual-
use trade control. Both for paper and electronic systems, 
performant indexing and search functionalities are essen-
tial.

Ensure that export control related documents are main-
tained in a consistent manner and can be made available 
promptly to the competent authority or other external 
parties for inspections or audits.

It is recommended to keep a record of  past contacts with 
the competent authority, also in relation with end-use(r) 
controls for non-listed dual-use items and in case of  tech-
nical classification advice. 

Chapter 7

Recordkeeping and 
documentation 

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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 V Description of  the company-wide policy defining 
responsibilities and applying standards that encom-
pass all record format, including but not limited to 
hard copy and electronic media, records from we-
bsites, management information systems, e-mail 
correspondence, and documents in individual and 
shared workspaces.

 V Description of  filing, record-management, safeguar-
ding and protection systems.

 V Description of  logs to track exports, imports, transits 
and re-exports.

 V Description of  recordkeeping of  foreign-national vi-
sitors at the company’s facilities for the purposes of  
risk management attached to an intangible transfer 
of  technology with regard to dual-use items.

 V Description of  recordkeeping of  communications 
with Governments and public authorities.

should be kept in easily retrievable form and location, and 
the filing system, whether hard copy or electronic, should 
allow easy matching, for any particular transaction, of  
invoices, delivery notes, air waybills, bills of  lading, 
packing slips, and records such as technical data logs; and 
that regular internal reviews of  recordkeeping to ensure 
proper practices and procedures are followed.

The company should as well show how it manages the 
risk of  losing records by describing the physical storage 
site, the safeguarding and recovery measures of  electronic 
records and systems and processes of  data deletion.

The following check-list will guide competent authorities 
in their assessment :

 

A sound recordkeeping system should define 
responsibilities and apply standards that encompass all 
record formats including but not limited to hard copy and 
electronic media, records from websites, management 
information systems, e-mail correspondence, and 
documents in individual and shared workspaces. Ongoing 
training and awareness programs should ensure and 
promote the effective capture, retrieval, and management 
of  records. 

This system should identify who will keep the records, 
specifically list the records that are to be maintained and 
in what format and detail the filing and retrieval systems 
and procedures. It should clarify the records retention 
period and determine methods to verify compliance with 
the recordkeeping requirements. 

In this policy field, those designated with recordkeeping 
responsibility shall be publicly identified.

All required records should be captured and correctly filed 
to allow for efficient search and retrieval by conducting 
periodic audits of  the recordkeeping system. Documents 

Check-List

2. Specific penalties do apply for failures in relation 
with recordkeeping. Type of  offenses and references 
to the law of  27 June 2018 (Article 61) should be 
mentioned in the ICP.

1. Legal requirements for recordkeeping are contained 
in the law of  27 June 2018, in particular Articles 4, 
7, 8, 13, 24, 39, 40, 41, 48 and 49. The ICP should 
contain a reference to such provisions, and explain 
them in an easily understandable way.

Practical aspects
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Trade controls for dual-use items, including software 
and technology, occur for reasons of  (inter)national se-
curity and foreign policy objectives. Due to their sensi-
tivity, therefore dual-use items should be “protected”, 
and having appropriate security measures contributes to 
containing the risks of  unauthorised removal of, or ac-
cess to, controlled items. Physical security measures are 
important but, because of  the very nature of  controlled 
software or technology in electronic form, ensuring com-
pliance with dual-use trade regulations can be particu-
larly challenging and also requires information security 
measures. 

What is expected? 

Physical and information security refers to the set of  
internal procedures that are designed to ensure the pre-
vention of  unauthorised access to or removal of  dual-use 
items by employees, contractors, suppliers or visitors. 
These procedures cultivate a security culture within the 
company and ensure that dual-use items, including sof-
tware and technology, do not get lost, are not easily stolen 
or exported without a valid license. 

What are the steps involved? 

Physical security 

Ensure, according to the company’s risk assessment, that 
controlled dual use items are secured against unautho-
rised removal by employees or third parties. Measures 
that could be considered include, for example, physically 
safeguarding the items, the establishment of  restricted ac-
cess areas and personnel access or exit controls.

Information security 

Establish basic safeguarding measures and procedures 
for secured storage of  and access to controlled dual-use 
software or technology in electronic form, including anti-
virus checks, file encryption, audit trails and logs, user ac-
cess control and firewall. If  applicable to your company, 
consider protective measures for uploading software or 
technology to the “Cloud”, storing it in the “Cloud” or 
transmitting it via the “Cloud“.. 

Chapter 8

Physical and information 
security 

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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The following points shall be assessed by Luxembourg 
competent authorities :

 V Description of  internal procedures ensuring the 
prevention of  unauthorised access to or removal of  
sensitive items (with regard to physical safeguarding 
of  items, the establishment of  restricted access areas 
and personnel access or exit controls.

 V Description of  measures and procedures for secured 
storage of  and access to controlled software or tech-
nology in electronic form.

Check-List

 V Description, if  applicable, of  protective measures for 
software or technology to be uploaded to, stores in or 
transmitted via the “cloud” for the purposes of  ma-
nagement of  risks attached to an intangible transfer 
of  technology concerning dual-use items.
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An ICP is not a static set of  measures and therefore must 
be reviewed, tested and revised if  proven necessary for 
safeguarding compliance.

Performance reviews and audits verify whether the ICP is 
implemented to operational satisfaction and is consistent 
with the applicable national and EU export control re-
quirements.

Performance reviews, audits (…) are designed to detect 
inconsistencies to clarify and revise routines if  they (risk 
to) result in non-compliance.

What is expected? 

The company develops performance review procedures 
to verify the day-to-day compliance work within the com-
pany and to check whether the export control operations 
are implemented appropriately according to the ICP. 
Performance review is executed internally, enables the 
early detection of  instances of  non-compliance and the 
development of  follow-up measures for damage control. 
Performance review thus reduces risks for the company.

The company has procedures in place for audits, being 
systematic, targeted and documented inspections to 

confirm that the ICP is correctly implemented. Audits 
can be performed internally or by qualified external 
practitioners. 

What are the steps involved? 

Provide for random control mechanisms as part of  daily 
operations to monitor the trade control workflow within 
the company to ensure that any wrongdoings are de-
tected in an early stage. Another approach is to use the 
‘four eyes principle’, where trade control decisions are re-
viewed and double-checked.

Develop and perform audits to check the design, adequa-
cy and efficiency of  the ICP.

Make sure to include all aspects of  the internal com-
pliance programme into the audit. 

 

Chapter 9

Performance review and 
audits 

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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 V Description of  the random trade control perfor-
mance reviews implemented in daily business ope-
rating procedures.

 V Description of  the internal audit program (agenda, 
content).

 V Demonstration of  the qualification and experience 
level, and the training program, of  (internal/exter-
nal) audit personnel).

 V Description of  procedures and practices for audit 
reporting.

 V Description of  procedures to implement audit re-
commendations and follow-up on corrective actions 
taken.

Beside a written and documented program, a successful 
compliance program requires effective internal controls 
that implement that program. It is up to the company 
itself  to determine, on the basis of  its risk profile and or-
ganisational structure, the nature, extent and intensity of  
these controls.

These mechanisms include controls of  different types: 
controls as part of  daily operations regular audits and 
random controls.

During daily operations, products will be released based 
on the 4-eyes principle. Random inspections will take 
place any time this is necessary in order to ensure that 
operational procedures within all of  the company’s ex-
port-related divisions and locations reflect the company’s 
ICP and government export regulations. 

To maintain and maximise the efficiency of  the ICP, it is 
advised to carry out an internal audit at regular intervals. 
This is part of  a process of  continuous improvement of  
internal business processes. Depending on the company 
profile, it can also be opted to contract out the audit to an 
external specialist.

The company must evaluate the effectiveness of  its com-
pliance efforts by formally verifying/evaluating all ele-
ments of  its compliance program. All verification criteria 
must be specified in writing in advance and the results of  
audits must be documented.

Competent authorities will assess this chapter by refe-
rence to the following check-list :

 

Check-List

In case the ICP has been validated by competent autho-
rities for the granting of  global authorizations, the fol-
low-up to be demonstrated to authorities on the imple-
mentation of  the ICP shall include supporting documents 
on audits (agenda, composition of  audit teams, audit re-
ports). It is therefore recommended to keep detailed and 
structured records on audits, including on daily random 
performance reviews.

Practical aspects
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A well-functioning ICP has clear reporting procedures 
about the notification and escalation actions of  employees 
when a suspected or known incident of  non-compliance 
has occurred. As part of  a sound compliance culture, em-
ployees must feel confident and reassured when they raise 
questions or report concerns about compliance in good 
faith.

(…) reporting procedures are designed to detect inconsis-
tencies to clarify and revise routines if  they (risk to) result 
in non-compliance. 

What is expected? 

Reporting is the set of  procedures for dual-use trade 
control staff and other relevant employees regarding 
the notification and escalation measures to take in the 
event of  suspected or known incidents of  dual-use trade 
non-compliance. It does not refer to external reporting 
obligations, e.g. in case your company is registered for the 
use of  a Union general export authorisation under the 
terms of  Regulation (EC) No 428/2009.

Corrective actions are the set of  remedial actions to gua-
rantee the proper implementation of  the ICP and the eli-
mination of  identified vulnerabilities in the compliance 
procedures. 

What are the steps involved? 

Ensure that employees feel confident and reassured when 
they raise questions or report concerns about compliance 
in good faith.

Establish whistleblowing and escalation procedures to 
govern the actions of  employees when a suspected or 
known incident of  dual-use trade non-compliance has 
occurred. Third parties may be given this option as well.

Document any suspected breaches of  national and EU 
dual-use control legislation and the associated corrective 
measures in writing.

Take effective corrective actions to adapt the export 
control operations or the ICP according to the findings 
of  the performance review, the ICP system audit or the 

Chapter 10

Internal reporting and 
corrective actions 

EU Guidance on Dual-Use Items (2019)
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reporting. It is recommended to share these findings, 
including the revision to procedures and corrective 
actions with dual-use trade control staff and management. 
Once the corrective actions have been implemented, it is 
recommended to communicate the amended procedures 
to all employees concerned.

A dialogue with your competent authority can contribute 
to damage control and possible ways to strengthen the 
company’s export control. 

 

 V Instructions on where suspected incidents of  ex-
port-related non-compliance should be reported.

 V Identification of  the office or individual(s) (including 
name, phone number, e-mail address) assigned the 
responsibility for taking reports.

The objective herein is to provide clear guidance to com-
pany employees regarding notification, escalation, and 
corrective action for times when there are problems or 
suspected problems with export transactions. 

The ICP must describe, when a violation of  export 
control regulations or ICP procedures occurs, how a re-
port shall be made to the person responsible for export 

controls and how any corrective action shall be imple-
mented to ensure similar violations will be avoided.

The following check-list will be used by competent autho-
rities during the ICP validation process :

 V Description of  internal procedures to be fol-
lowed when a suspected incident of  export-related 
non-compliance has been reported.

Check-List
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Item classification sheet
Notes: Terms in brackets refer to an obligation to provide additional information. Information marked under “Note” and in 
italics contains explanations of the data to be inserted in the respective fields. The words “xx” and “yy” refer to numbers 
to be inserted in the respective places. The word “OR” used in the form between two declarations indicates the choice 

to be made between the first and second declaration. 

A template of this classification sheet in Word format can be downloaded under the link www.guichet.lu/oceit.

  

1 Description and CN classification

1.1. Description
Item name (commercial name)

Item description and 
technical specifications

(description)

Pictures (insertion of 1-6 characteristic pictures of the item)

1.2. CN Classification
Item classified under the 
following CN number

CN xxxxxxxxx

Formulation: (to be specified)

This code is inserted in 
the TARIC nomenclature 
in the following chapters / 
sections / sub-sections:

Chapter XX (description)

Section XX (description)

XXXX (description)

XXXXXX (description)

XXXXXXXX (description)

Sources used 1) TARIC 

Note: Link: http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/dds2/taric/taric_consultation.jsp

2) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)
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2 Defence-related product

2.1.
Classification as a military equipement according to the EU 
Common Military List

Potential ML codes 
according to European 
Union Common Military 
List

• ML1 – Smooth-bore weapons with a calibre of less than 22 mm, other arms and 
automatic weapons with a calibre of 12,7 mm (calibre 0,50 inches) or less and 
accessories, and specially designed components therefor

• ML2 - Smooth-bore weapons with a calibre of 22 mm or more, other weapons or 
armament with a calibre greater than 12,7 mm (calibre 0,50 inches), projectors and 
accessories, and specially designed components therefor

• ML3 – Ammunition and fuze setting devices, and specially designed components 
therefor

• ML4 - Bombs., torpedoes, rockets, missiles, other explosive devices and charges 
and related equipment and accessories, and specially designed components there-
for

• ML5 –Fire control, and related alerting and warning equipment, and related sys-
tems, test and alignment and countermeasure equipment, specially designed for 
military use, and specially designed components and accessories therefor

• ML6 – Ground vehicles and components
• ML7 – Chemical agents, biological agents, riot control agents, radioactive materials, 

related equipment, components and materials
• ML8 – Energetic materials and related substances
• ML9 – Vessels of war (Surface or underwater); special naval equipment, accesso-

ries, components and other surface vessels
• ML10 – Aircraft, lighter-than-air vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), ae-

ro-engines and aircraft equipment, related equipment, and components, specially 
designed or modified for military use

• ML11- Electronic equipment, Spacecraft and components, not specified elsewhere 
on this List

• ML12 – High velocity kinetic energy weapon systems and related equipment, and 
specially designed components

• ML13 – Armoured or protective equipment, constructions an components
• ML14 – Specialised equipment for military training or for simulating military scena-

rios, simulators specially designed for training in the use of any firearm or weapon 
specified by ML1 or ML2, and specially designed components and accessories 
therefor

• ML15 – Imaging or countermeasure equipment, specially designed for military use, 
and specially designed components and accessories therefor

• ML16 – Forgings, castings and other unfinished products, specially designed for 
items specified by ML1 to ML4, ML6, ML9, ML10, ML12 or ML19

• ML17 – Miscellaneous equipment, materials and libraries, and specially designed 
components therefor

• ML18 – Production equipment and components
• ML19 – Directed Energy Weapon (DEW) systems, related or countermeasure quip-

ment and test models, and specially designed components therefor
• ML20 – Cryogenic and superconductive equipment, and specially designed compo-

nents and accessories therefor
• ML21 – Software
• ML22 – Technology
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Sources used 1) Common Military List of the European Union

Note: The list to be considered is the list issued by the Council of the European Union 
on the ground of Council Common Position 2008/944/CFSP. 

2) Export Control law of 27 June 2018 (Article 22.1.1.)

3) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)

Assessment of correla-
tion with specifications of 
ML code (xx)

The product meets the criteria for classification in the ML code (xx) of the list for the 
following reasons: (OR) The product does not fulfil the criteria for classification under 
heading ML (xx) in the list for the following reasons:

(Detailed reasoning and justification)

Assessment of correla-
tion with specifications of 
ML code (yy)

The product meets the criteria for classification in the ML code (yy) of the list for the 
following reasons: (OR) The product does not fulfil the criteria for classification under 
heading ML (yy) in the list for the following reasons:

(Detailed reasoning and justification)

Classification decision 
according to ML List

The product is classified in the Common Military List of the European Union under the 
code ML (xx) / (yy) (OR) The product is not classified in the Common Military List of the 
European Union.

2.2. Classification as environmental modification technique

Definition according to 
Convention of 10 De-
cember 1976

Environmental modification technique means “any technique for changing - through the 
deliberate manipulation of natural processes - the dynamics, composition or structure 
of the Earth, including its biota, lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere, or of outer 
Space”.

Sources used 1) Convention on the prohibition of military or any hostile use of environmental modifica-
tion techniques, 10 December 1976 

Note: Link: https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/applic/ihl/ihl.nsf/Treaty.xsp?action=openDocu-
ment&documentId=2AC88FF62DB2CDD6C12563CD002D6EC1 

2) Export Control law of 27 June 2018 (Article 22.1.2.)

3) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)

Assessment of corre-
lation of the item with 
the goods referred to by 
Convention of 10 De-
cember 1976

The product meets the criteria for classification as an environmental modification tech-
nique for the following reasons: (OR) The product does not meet the criteria for classifi-
cation as an environmental modification technique for the following reasons:

(Detailed reasoning and justification)

Classification decision The product is classified as an environmental modification technique. (OR) The product 
is not classified as an environmental modification technique.
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2.3.
Classification as a conventional arm, according to the UN 
Register of Conventional Arms

List of conventional 
arms indicated in the UN 
Register 

• Cat I – Battle tank
• Cat II – Armoured combat vehicle
• Cat III – Large-calibre artillery system
• Cat IV – Combat aircraft
• Cat V - Attack helicopter
• Cat VI – Warship
• Cat VII – Missile and missile launcher
• Small arm
• Light Weapon

Sources used 1) UN Register of Conventional Arms 

Note: Link: https://www.un.org/disarmament/convarms/register/

2) Export Control law of 27 June 2018 (Article 22.1.3.)

3) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)

Assessment of corre-
lation of the item with 
specification of  goods 
referred to by UN Regis-
ter of Conventional Arms

The product meets the criteria for classification as a conventional weapon for the 
following reasons: (OR) The product does not meet the criteria for classification as a 
conventional weapon for the following reasons:

(Detailed reasoning and motivation)

Classification decision The product is classified as a conventional weapon. (OR) The product is not classified 
as a conventional weapon.

2.4.
Classification as a good which may be used for internal 
repressive purposes or the use of which poses a threat to 
public order or national or external security

List of goods There are currently no goods classified as “may be used for internal repressive purpo-
ses or the use of which poses a threat to public order or national or external security” in 
Luxembourg law. The issuance of such a list requires a Grand Duke regulation on the 
basis of Article 22.1.4. of the law of 27 June 2018.

Sources used 1) Export Control law of 27 June 2018 (Article 22.1.4.)

2) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)
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Final classification deci-
sion as a defence-related 
product

The product is classified as a defence-related product within the meaning of the Export 
Control law of 27 June 2018. (OR) The product is not classified as a defence-related 
product within the meaning of the Export Control law of 27 June 2018.

3 Torture good
List of torture goods ac-
cording to EU Regulation 
2019/125

(Reg. 2019/125, Annex II)

• Goods designed for the execution of human beings

• Goods which are not suitable for use by law enforcement authorities to restrain 
human beings

• Portable devices which are not suitable for use by law enforcement authorities for 
the purpose of riot control or self-protection

• Whips

(Reg. 2019/125, Annex III)

• Goods designed for restraining human beings

• Weapons and devices designed for the purpose of riot control or self-protection

• Weapons and equipment disseminating incapacitating or irritating chemical subs-
tances for the purpose of riot control or self-protection and certain related subs-
tances

(Reg. 2019/125, Annex IV)

• Goods that could be used for the execution of human beings by means of lethal 
injection

Sources used 1) Regulation (EU) 2019/125 

Note: Link: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1582812143803&u-
ri=CELEX:32019R0125

2) Export Control law of 27 June 2018 (Articles 35 to 36)

3) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)

 

Assessment of corre-
lation of the item with 
sepcifications of torture 
goods

The product meets the criteria for classification as torture good for the following reasons: 
(OR) The product does not meet the criteria for classification as torture good for the 
following reasons:

(Detailed explanation and reasoning)

Classification decision The product is classified as torture good within the meaning of the Export Control law of 
27 June 2018. (OR) The product is not classified as torture good within the meaning of 
the Export Control law of 27 June 2018.
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4 Dual-use item
Possible Dual-Use 
Codes according to 
Regulation 428/2009 and 
Correlation table

There are (XX) dual-use codes potentially attached to this CN code. (OR) There are no 
dual-use codes potentially attached to this CN code.

(If there are dual-use codes) (Insert an extract from the said correlation table)

Note: The correlation table published by the European Commission indicates for each 
CN code a list of possible DU codes to which the product concerned may belong. This 
is an informative, non-legally binding document and it is necessary for the operator to 
examine, and be able to provide OCEIT with the relevant documentation, why a particu-
lar DU code (associated with the CN code in the correlation table) corresponds, or does 
not correspond, to the characteristics of the good in question. In any case, it is up to the 
operator to determine himself whether his product is likely to be classified as a «dual-
use good». To do so, the operator must compare the technical characteristics of the 
product with the criteria contained, for each listed good, in Annex I, if not in Annex IV, of 
Regulation (EC) No 428/2009.

Sources used 1) Regulation (EC) 428/2009

Note: Link to the latest consolidated version (dated 15 December 2018): https://
eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1582812271478&uri=CE-
LEX:02009R0428-20181215 (Attention: This consolidated version does not consider the 
latest changes in Regulation 428/2009).

2) Export Control law of 27 June 2018 (Articles 38 to 44) 

3) Correlation table 

Note: Link: http://ec.europa.eu/trade/import-and-export-rules/export-from-eu/dual-use-
controls/

4) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)

Assessment of correla-
tion with Code DU(xxxx)

(Reproduce the full text of the dual-use code and its description)

This dual-purpose code correlates with the technical specifications of the product. (OR) 
This dual-purpose code does not correlate with the technical specifications of the pro-
duct. 

(Detailed explanation and motivation)

Assessment of correla-
tion with Code DU(yyyy)

(Reproduce the full text of the dual-use code and its description)

This dual-purpose code correlates with the technical specifications of the product. (OR) 
This dual-purpose code does not correlate with the technical specifications of the pro-
duct. 

(Detailed explanation and motivation)

Classification Decision The product is listed in Annex I / Annex IV of Regulation (EC) 428/2009 under code 
(XXXXXX). (OR) The product is not listed in Annex I / Annex IV of Regulation (EC) 
428/2009
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5 Non-listed good, of a civilian nature

5.1.
Classification as a good of a strictly civilian nature, subject 
to an authorisation or another restrictive measure

Potential restrictive mea-
sures

The following potential restrictive measures shall apply: (OR) There are no potential 
restrictive measures applicable.

Analysis of the applica-
bility of restrictive mea-
sures

(Detailed argumentation and motivation)

Sources used 1) TARIC 

Note: Link: http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/dds2/taric/taric_consultation.jsp

2) Export Control law of 27 June 2018 (Article 18)

3) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)

5.2.
Classification as a good of a strictly civilian nature, subject 
to a restrictive measure with regard to operations with coun-
tries subject to sanctions and/or embargoes

Potential restrictive 
measures under sanc-
tions and/or embargoes 
regimes

The following potential restrictive measures shall apply: (OR) There are no potential 
restrictive measures applicable..

Analysis of the applica-
bility of restrictive mea-
sures

(Detailed argumentation and motivation)

Sources used 1) TARIC 

Note: Link: http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/dds2/taric/taric_consultation.jsp

2) Export Control law of 27 June 2018 (Article 18)

3) Export Control Grand Duke regulation of 14 December 2018 (Annex 1)

4) Other: (to be specified)

Consultation of (dd/mm/yyyy)

Classification decision 
with regard to the strictly 
civilian nature of the item

The transaction is subject to authorisation / prohibition by virtue of Article 18 of the 
Export Control law of 27 June 2018 with regard to its classification as a strictly civil good 
subject to authorisation. (OR) The transaction is not subject to authorisation/prohibition 
by virtue of Article 18 of the Export Control law of 27 June 2018 with regard to its classi-
fication as a strictly civil good subject to authorisation.
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5.3. Catch-all Clauses

“Catch-all” Provisions ac-
cording to Articles 34 (for 
equipment that is not on 
the list of defence-related 
products) and 45 (for 
dual-use items not listed 
in Annex I of Regulation 
428/2009) of Luxem-
bourg Export Control law 
of 27 June 2018 

 

An authorization shall be required for the export outside the EU: :

1. of equipment not listed on the list of defence-related products, where:

• we have reason to suspect that the equipment is or may be intended, in whole or 
in part, to contribute to the development, production, handling, operation, mainte-
nance, storage, detection, identification or dissemination of chemical, biological or 
nuclear weapons, or other nuclear explosive devices, or the development, produc-
tion, maintenance or storage of missiles delivering such weapons; 

• we have reason to suspect that the export or material affects or is likely to affect the 
national or external security of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg or the safeguarding 
of human rights;

• the Ministers have informed us that the equipment may be intended, in whole or 
in part, to contribute to the development, production, handling, operation, mainte-
nance, storage, detection, the identification or dissemination of chemical, biological 
or nuclear weapons, or other nuclear explosive devices or the development, pro-
duction, maintenance or storage of missiles capable of delivering such weapons;

• the buyer or destination country is subject to an arms embargo imposed by a 
decision or common position adopted by the Council of the European Union or a 
decision of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) or 
imposed by a binding resolution of the United Nations Security Council and if the 
competent authorities have informed us that the equipment in question is or may 
be intended, in whole or in part, for a military end-use as defined in Article 4 (2) of 
Regulation (EC) No 428/2009;

• the Ministers have informed us that the material in question is or may be intended, 
in whole or in part, for use as parts or components of defence-related products, 
which have been exported from the territory of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 
without the authorization required by this law or the regulations made thereunder, or 
in infringement with such authorization.

2. of dual-use items not listed in Annex I of Regulation 428/2009, where :

• we have grounds for suspecting that these products are or may be intended, in 
whole or part, for the uses referred to in Art. 4 (1) of Regulation 428/2009;

• we have a reason to suspect that such export or these items affect or are likely to 
affect the national or external security of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg or the 
safeguarding of human rights.

In all of these cases, we have an obligation to inform the Luxembourg Government 
(OCEIT) of the facts and our appreciation, and to wait for the Ministers’ reply of whether 
or not to apply for an authorization.
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6 Destination and end-use

6.1. Destination countries

Countries of destination (to be specified)

Countries of transit (to be specified)

Countries of end-use (to be specified)

6.2. End-use

Military end-use (Yes/No)

(specify the uses)

Civil end-use (Yes/No)

(specify the uses)

7 Determination of required authorization
Authorization required? Authorization required (OR) No authorization is required for the following transactions 

(to be specified)

8 Assessment & Decision
Author of the classifica-
tion (and collaborators 
and/or external consul-
tants who assisted)

(Name & Function)

Date: (dd/mm/yyyy)

(Signature)

Validation of the classifi-
cation decision and the 
required authorization 
decision

(Name & Function)

Date: (dd/mm/yyyy)

(Signature)

Note: The determination of the persons required to sign in the context of point 8 de-
pends on the corporate governance rules. In any case, the approval of the classification 
and authorisation decision requires the intervention of the person(s) who can legally 
bind the company.
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Approval of the clas-
sification and required 
authorization decision

(Name & Function)

Date: (dd/mm/yyyy)

(Signature)

9 New Assessment & Decision
New assessment request (detailed argumentation and motivation)

Note: A new assessment is necessary in case of changes in the technical specificities of 
the product, changes in the European and/or national control lists and, in general, any 
information contained in this classification sheet.

Author of the new as-
sessment request

(Name & Function)

Date: (dd/mm/yyyy)

(Signature)

Decision with regard to 
the new assessment

(detailed argumentation and motivation)

Author of the decision 
with regard to the new 
assessment

(Name & Function)

Date: (dd/mm/yyyy)

(Signature)
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